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Walt Disney's classic Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is being released on Platinum Edition

DVD. Now new and old fans can relive the magic of this beloved film as it is retold in a beautiful

full-color Little Golden Book!
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Narration is at a perfect pace, good for bedtime reading. I see that another reviewer complained

about the quality of illustrations, but I personally like them - reminds me of when we were that little

and read these books! And at this price, there is really nothing to complain about!

This book is absolutely perfect for a 2-3yr old. My son loves Snow White so I bought this book and

the Little Golden Book for him. I would recommend this book over the Little Golden book version

because of the excellent printing quality (very colorful & sturdy board book) and the illustrations are

much nicer (more illustrations of the drawfs & the prince in a white horse) and it has a sweet ending

"they live happily ever after". The storyline is also more simple and easy to read. My son is very

happy with this book and chooses this one over the Little Golden book. LOVE IT!!

Golden Books are the best. Great illustrations and wonderful stories. My 4 year old daughter loves

to have me read them to her at bedtime.I had the same books as a child in the 70's.



I love these little golden books. My toddler is just starting to get in to Disney stories and movies and

characters and these have been such a great way to share in my childhook stories with her. I will be

buying more of these and I highly recommend these books!!!

This is a board book. I bought this because my son was fascinated by the 7 dwarves, but our

old-school Snow White Little Golden Book used a lot of words (dead, poison, etc) and subjects that I

didn't feel were appropriate for a 1-2 year old. This book tells the story in a very appropriate way for

the little guy.

The story and graphics are ok. The quality is very cheap though. The paper is bound and cut to next

end beyond the cover unevenly. Its not that hard to get a cover to exceed the pages in binding. For

the price of such a tiny small book it could be better made.

This particular book is Disney. There are more just like it that I've bought like 'The Little Red Hen'

and others. Why do they have to print it on the cheapest, lousiest paper they could find? How can I

possibly be satisfied--ever--unless they use better paper. If it had had that, some quality, I would

give them 5 stars, but the books really are junk. The stories however are excellent. My suggestion to

the company, improve quality and charge a little more. Then we would both be happy :(

This is a cute little board book that my niece (4yrs old) really enjoyed. I like that she can't tear the

pages and appreciate the thickness and compactability of this book.
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